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1. Executive Summary 

1.1 Introduction 

In 1968, the S.C. State Election Commission (SEC) was created as an independent 

agency, having previously been a division within the S.C. Secretary of State’s Office 

(a practice still in place today in many states). The S.C. General Assembly created the 

agency to serve as an independent, non-partisan agency that would lead election 

processes throughout the state. The agency is governed by a five-member commission 

appointed by the Governor and the commission appoints an executive director as the 

agency head.1  

While the agency has grown both in size and in its scope of duties and responsibility 

throughout its 54-year history, the mission of the SEC has remained the same: to 

ensure every eligible citizen has the opportunity to register to vote and participate in 

fair and impartial elections with the assurance that every vote will count. 

As technology has played a more central and vital role in our lives, it has been much 

the same for elections. As with other sectors of government, this means that election 

officials must rely on outside experts and third parties to support the mission of the 

agency. 

 
1 Descriptive history of agency and composition of commission: 
https://www.scvotes.gov/sec-celebrates-50-years  

https://www.scvotes.gov/sec-celebrates-50-years
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1.2 Third-parties’ role in South Carolina elections 

While state and county election officials are charged with conducting elections and 

voter registration in the state, these officials rely on a wide variety of third-party 

vendors, state and federal government partnerships, and other experts to perform their 

duties. Below are some of the largest of third-party services currently in use by the 

SEC.  

First, the statewide voter registration system was custom designed by a company now 

known as Kopis, located in Greenville, S.C. The Voter Registration and Election 

Management System (“VREMS”) is the central hub of elections in the state. Some of 

its biggest uses are: it houses the list of all registered voters in the state of South 

Carolina; is used for candidate filing processes; hosts the data used in the SEC’s list 

sales program; is the application used to run reports on election participation; includes 

applications related to redistricting; and interfaces with the agency’s website, 

www.scVOTES.gov. Since maintaining the state’s statewide voter registration list is 

statutorily mandated 2, VREMS is one of the most important assets of the agency.  

Two services not typically considered are legal and marketing. Burr Forman McNair 

serves as outside counsel to the agency in its many perennial lawsuits. While the S.C. 

Attorney General has the duty to defend the state against legal challenges, because 

of the political nature of many lawsuits (and the fact that the Attorney General is a 

popularly elected constitutional officer), the S.C. Attorney General’s Office will often 

 
2 Listed as a duty of the SEC Executive Director: §7-3-20 of the S.C. Code of Laws 

http://www.scvotes.gov/
Strong, Nathan
No need for a break here
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approve the hiring of outside counsel to represent the SEC. Since the firm has 

members with significant election experience, the SEC contracts with Burr Forman 

McNair.  

A large part of the agency’s mission is raising public awareness about how to register 

and vote in the state. To aid in this effort, the SEC selected Chernoff Newman as the 

agency’s marketing and website development firm. Chernoff Newman specializes in 

marketing, website development, and social media management. The firm uses their 

knowledge and experience in the marketing sector to maximize the agency’s 

messaging.  

In 2019, the state concluded a long statewide voting system RFP process that included 

not just the agency, but other executive branch agencies and the S.C. General 

Assembly. Election Systems and Software (ES&S), the nation’s largest election 

company, won the statewide voting system contract. ES&S provides all the ballot 

marking devices, ballot scanners, electronic poll books, and other accompanying 

technology that is used in all 46 counties across the state.  

There are many other vendors and services used by the agency to accomplish its 

mission, but these companies represent some of the agency’s largest and longest 

partners. It would be impractical, if not impossible, to provide these services in-house, 

without a massive amount of capital/taxpayer dollars, and human capital, which is very 

short supply in the current economic environment.    
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1.3 The Project 

The team members on this project have spent most of their careers in government 

administration—centered on budgeting, finance, human resources, and 

procurement—and were brought to the agency because of their expertise in these 

areas. It became apparent to the team that there existed a serious lack of standards 

and processes by which administrative tasks were completed. Once the 2020 general 

election cycle began and, ultimately, “ended,” the agency found itself under intense 

scrutiny and administrative issues, once small and easily overlooked, became large 

issues. The entire Department of Administration and Finance had seen turnover—

either through retirement or separation—which created problems for the new staff to 

solve.  During this time period, the agency relied on outside services more than ever. 

Because of this, specific problems relating to how outside services were managed 

came to the forefront. 

In this project, the team set out to alleviate these problems by researching and 

developing a comprehensive agency-wide Vendor and Contract Management System.  

The project team consisted of Howard Knapp, who has served as the Director of Voter 

Services, interim-Director of Administration and Finance, and, ultimately, Executive 

Director, and LaToria Williams, who serves as the agency’s Director of Administration 

and Finance. Our goal was to start gathering vendor data from other departments and 

divisions within the agency, as well as historic and current data from SCEIS, to 

determine what vendors the agency had used in the past, what vendors the agency 

was currently using, how those vendors were selected, what services those vendors 
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offer, and at what cost to the agency. From that data, the team would determine the 

current situation as it related to current vendors—to ensure no duplication of services 

(i.e., more than one vendor providing a single service), as well as determine if the 

agency was actually receiving the service for which it was paying. Ultimately, a vendor 

and contract system whereby every service was accounted for, from contract signing 

to the end of the contract’s term.   

1.4 Summary 

The onboarding and monitoring of third-party vendor services is vital to any agency. 

Vendors impact agency operations, agency finances, agency budget planning, and an 

agency’s strategic planning. In short, while they are one piece of the puzzle, they are 

a huge piece. Previously, there was no clear answer for the question of exactly whom, 

in the agency, is ultimately responsible for monitoring agency contracts with third 

parties—was it the General Counsel (who reviews every agency contract), the 

Department of Administration and Finance (who accepts invoices and pays them), or 

the Division of Voter Services (which is the main division that plays the central role in 

procuring the service and working directly with the vendor(s))? Developing and 

implementing an agency-wide vendor and contract management system is the answer 

to these questions and the first step toward accountability and performance 

management.   
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2. Gap Analysis 

2.1 Current State 

Non-existent Administrative Processes 

The inconsistent way in which the agency handles/monitors vendors and other third-

party contracts is currently having a negative impact on the SEC’s mission.  Those 

variances can be fit into four basic categories: 

• Not knowing what contracts the agency holds with third parties  

• Not knowing what elements of the state’s election infrastructure are impacted 

by those contracts 

• Not knowing how much money has been spent on those contracts 

• Not knowing the status of the performance of those contracts—in other words, 

is the agency getting the service for which it is paying?  

The project team interviewed division directors and department managers regarding 

services rendered to the agency.  Responses showed a significant lack of oversight—

not just of the known contracts, but the fact that there are managers who do not know 

what vendors are currently contracted with the agency to offer services that their 

department could utilize.  

Following the adage of “trust, but verify,” the project team gathered relevant data from 

the South Carolina Enterprise Information System (“SCEIS”) covering the last five 
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fiscal years. From this, the team was able to verify its vendors currently in use 3, as 

well as the expenditures on each vendor during that timeframe 4.   

 

Non-Existent Administrative Processes 

The current state centers on three possible areas of concern: duplication of services, 

lack of oversight, and compliance with S.C. procurement rules and regulations.   

The first concern the team has was a negative fiscal impact due to duplication of 

services—if the department managers don’t know what services are currently on 

contract for the agency, they may very well go and purchase their own service or 

product from another vendor, thereby duplicating services and wasting taxpayer 

dollars.  

Another negative fiscal impact on the agency is a lack of contract performance 

monitoring. If the agency is simply paying invoices it receives without scrutinizing the 

actual performance of those services, that is a situation ripe for possible fraud, waste, 

and abuse. 

Finally, the team recognized that current contracts need to be reviewed to ensure they 

were procured in compliance with S.C. procurement rules and regulations (as 

applicable).   

 

 
3 See Appendix 1  

4 See Appendix 2 

Strong, Nathan
Other than the interviews, was any expenditure review done?  If so, what did it show? Lots of times we don’t have formal procedures, but through good stewardship of individuals, loss is contained.  
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Cause(s) of Non-Existent Administrative Processes 

Project team members worked to identify what processes, if any, existed. Did the 

agency have some obscure policy in place deep within the policies and procedures 

section of on the agency share drive, or had the agency truly never developed such a 

policy?   

Through its work, the team discovered that no such system or policy exists and, after 

meeting with various staff that have extended tenure within the agency, the team came 

to a fairly evident conclusion: traditionalism (aka, “It’s always been done that way”).  

For much of its 54-year history, the SEC has been an advisory agency that had some 

say in how statewide elections were run and was the agency designated by the federal 

government to receive and administer federal funds appropriated for use in voter 

registration and elections efforts. In 2014, the role of the State Election Commission 

changed. The General Assembly wished to have some semblance of uniformity in 

elections and voter registration processes and passed legislation to address the issue: 

Act 196 of 2014.5  Prior to Act 196, SEC had no supervisory authority.  County offices 

operated independently, to a large extent, from other county offices and the SEC.  

While most county offices generally followed SEC guidance, policies, and procedures; 

the agency had no authority to compel compliance.  The SEC now has a mandate to 

ensure all county offices are compliant with federal and state law and SEC policies and 

procedures.  

 
5 Act of the S.C. General Assembly, S*0815 (Rat #220, Act #196 of 2014), By L. Martin and Campsen 
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The last 10 years of elections and voter registration in South Carolina has created a 

perfect storm of exponential growth and all the accompanying growth pains. As noted 

before, the elections sector of government has slowly, but steadily, become a 

technology-centered sector. An increasing focus on technology requires expertise and 

demands that can’t always be fulfilled in-house by government staff with limited 

budgets that are struggling to keep up with industry standards and the pressures of 

management and legislative mandates. Throw in the COVID-19 pandemic, when the 

agency relied even more on third parties to provide products and services to the 

agency and county offices, and the issue of an established management process even 

more vital.  

The combination of increased responsibilities and quickly evolving technologies has 

caused the SEC to forget to pause and refocus. The agency has been so inundated 

with keeping up with new requirements and unprecedented workloads that it has not 

had the change to establish formal policies and processes that should be created and 

maintained to keep up with the changing times.  

 

2.2 Desired State 

The SEC desires a state in which it is confident that everyone involved in procuring and using 

a third-party service should have an active and knowledgeable role in the management of that 

contract.  Everyone should know what contracts exist, how the contract service fits in with the 

existing election infrastructure, how much money has been expended on the contract, and 

whether the third party is performing as it should according to the terms of the contract.  

Strong, Nathan
Be careful with language-can you document that this has happened or are you speculating? Remember where these projects go…
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Key factors in the desired state: 

• The establishment of a formal vendor and contract management policy and 

accompanying procedure 

• Ensure adherence of agency staff to the policy through training and involvement of all 

stakeholders 

• Increase efficiency 

• Increase accountability 

• Eliminate ad hoc purchasing that may be wasteful and unnecessary 

• Eliminate any chance for duplication of services 

• Reduction or elimination of possible procurement violations found during an audit 

2.3 Proposed Solution 

We set out to close the gap by researching and creating an agency-wide Vendor and 

Contract Management System.  Our goal was to start with identifying all contracts with 

outside parties 6, identify the service offered in those contracts, perform an analysis 

historic financial data on the contracts, and determine the stakeholders responsible for 

those contracts. Afterwards, the team would create one policy for use by all agency 

staff that would outline a system and process by which an outside service was 

procured, utilized, and monitored to ensure compliance with state procurement rules, 

would increase efficiencies, and reduce any chance for fraud, waste, or abuse. Once 

existing contracts were fully identified and any compliance issues were addressed 

(none were found), the following is the system for ongoing and future use by the 

agency.  

 

6 See Appendix 1 

Strong, Nathan
As mentioned previously, the result of this review yielded what?
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3. Creating the System 

Step 1 – Creation of the Contract Management Team  

The Contract Management Team (“CMT”) consists of all  the management stakeholders in the 

acquisition of an outside service, including representatives from the technical and 

administrative divisions. The permanent CMT members include the Director of Administration 

and Finance, the agency Procurement Officer, and the Director of Voter Services. These three 

individuals have the expertise and oversight authority over any service procured by the agency. 

The CMT is responsible and accountable to the Executive Director for the wise use of public 

resources and works collaboratively in ensuring each third-party contractor’s successful 

execution of the work project set forth in each applicable contract.   

The Director of Voter Services serves as the lead technical user of nearly all third-party 

services. The Director of Administration and Finance oversees the procurement process of the 

agency and has authority over the agency’s Procurement Officer, who specializes in the 

management of agency contracts.  

Starting in February 2022, the CMT convenes at least monthly to discuss contractor 

performance, delivery schedules, quality of services, safeguards and security issues, risk 

issues, costs, and any other contractual matters.  

Step 2 – Creation and Implementation of a Contract Monitoring Process 

An effective contract monitoring process is critical to ensuring that both contract and project 

requirements are successfully met. Ineffective and confusing change management occurs 

when informal, inappropriate directions are given by agency staff to vendors.   

Given that contractors are held accountable for the performance of the contract at agreed to 

cost or price and schedule, it is imperative that all authorized changes from the original contract 

Strong, Nathan
Font sized just changed 

Strong, Nathan
When did this begin?
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be always reflected in the contract, or at the very least, in addendums to the contract. To 

achieve contract, project, and program success, it is imperative that accurate project baselines 

are established and maintained, and the baseline is reflected, in real-time, in the contract in 

terms of cost, scope, and schedule. Effective contract management requires that the contract 

cost, scope, and schedule be always current. 

Before changes to contracts are made, agency technical staff must be consulted to determine 

whether the scope of a contract has changed or baseline details must be updated (i.e., project 

deliverable deadlines, etc.).  

The CMT has created and will continuously update a Contract Performance Document (“CPD”) 

that outlines the status of every contract in the agency. CPD information includes term dates, 

total value, budgeted amounts for each project listed in contract, progress of each project to 

completion, and value remaining on contract (if any). This data will be updated as necessary 

to include any information later deemed pertinent to the CMT.  

The CPD will be housed on the agency share drive and will be accessible by the CMT, division 

directors, and executive director.  

 

Step 3 – Using the System to Ensure Contract Performance 

The following steps are taken by the CMT to ensure successful contract performance:  

• Coordinates and solicit input from stakeholder agency staff in contract management 

• Disseminates the CPD for all stakeholders to become familiar with and refer to as 

needed 

• Identifies the CPD as a key component for contract oversight 

• CMT meets regularly with all parties performing contractor oversight to share contractor 

status 

Strong, Nathan
Where is this to be housed? Using what method or technology?  Will only the CMT have access or will others?
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• Discusses any key contract vulnerabilities or performance risk areas with security and 

risk management staff 

• Decides on any course of action, and determine future activities 

• Tracks and reports on milestones from the CPD 

• Identifies and immediately resolves any issues that will affect contract performance 

• Takes immediate action on any risk areas that develop during term of the contract 

• Updates agency Executive Director on any issues that arise that would impact the 

agency’s strategic planning 

 

4. Future Performance Evaluations 

The following steps will be taken by the CMT in the future to evaluate the success of this 

process:  

• At the end of each fiscal year, the CMT will meet to evaluate the effectiveness of this 

review process.  

• One aspect of this review will be to identify obstacles met either from a program 

management or administrative/financial point of view.  

• Resources will be defined, and efficiencies will be created to address those obstacles. 

• The success of this process will be measured by reviewing each current contract.  

o The first measure taken will be for each CMT member to evaluate the 

performance of a contract on the following scale:  

 1-Project was both severely delayed and severely over budget 

Strong, Nathan
Ok, we are missing a few things at the end.  What resources are required to implement this new process?  Are there any obstacles that need to be overcome to ensure success?Most importantly, how are you go to evaluate success of the new process?
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 2-Project was delayed no more than two weeks from the original 

deadline and/or project budget was exceeded by 20% over original 

baseline. 

 3-Project was neither delayed nor over budget.  

o With contracts that scored a 1 or 2, further evaluation will be made with the 

following criteria in mind: 

 Were project goals ultimately accomplished?  

 Were the cost overruns and/or delays avoidable? If avoidable, how?   

 Did these projects ultimately save agency staff time in the performance 

of their duties, or have they made a current situation worse?  

 Did these projects ultimately help the agency achieve its mission?  
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Appendix A—List of vendors, 

services rendered, and how 

vendors are paid by agency 



 

 

VENDOR NAME PAYMENT TYPE VENDOR NUMBER G/L TYPE OF SERVICE COST CENTER FUNCTIONAL AREA FUND

APPLEONE DIRECT PAY 7000172440 5021520000 Temporary Staff Svc E280A00012 E280A00012_000 10010000

BANK OF AMERICA DIRECT PAY 7000037018 Varies on P-card Charge P-Card Purchases Varies Varies Varies

BURR FORMANCE MCNAIR DIRECT PAY 7000267999 5021020000 Legal Fees E280A00012 E28X0005 10010000
7000281873

CHERNOFF NEWMAN DIRECT PAY 7000006965 5021480000 Promotional Svcs E280B00010 E280-0004 10010000
E280A00012 E28X0008 10010000

CITY OF COLUBIA DIRECT PAY 7000141342 5040490000 Parking Validations E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000
7000134936

COLUMBIA BUSINESS FORMS DIRECT PAY 7000304353 5030030000 Printing E280A00012 E28X0008 10010000

COLUMBIA MARRIOTT HOTEL DIRECT PAY 7000001868 5040490002 Room Rental/Audio E280A00012 E28X0008 10010000
5033990000 Beverages E280A00012 E28X0008 10010000

CONSOLIDATED MAILING SVCS DIRECT PAY 7000108075 5020030000/5030070000 VR Cards/Inmate Ltrs/Postage E280DA0001 E280X0044 10010000

DELL PO 7000 Equipment/Laptops E280B0010 E280_0004 10010000

DEPT OF ADMIN IDT 000D50000 5020077240 Technology Fees E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000
5021450000 Auto Services E280B0010 E280_0004 10010000

DEPT OF CORRECTIONS IDT 5030030000 Business Card Varies Varies Varies

EBONY HOLDING DIRECT PAY 7000206996 5030067170 Equipment and support printing E280B0010 E280_0004 10010000
5030010000 Office Supplies E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000

ES&S-ELEC SYS SOFTWARE DIRECT PAY 7000008620 5020077100 Application support svc E280A00012 E280X0008 10010000

GIGNILLIN, SAVITZ & BETIS DIRECTT PAY 7000092797 5021020000 Legal Fees E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000

HERALD DIRECT PAY 7000119844 5020077170 Print Copy  Svc E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000
5040570000 Contingent Rent E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000

KOPIS DIRECT PAY 7000256843 50200770000 VREMS Applications E280A00012 E280X0008 10010000

LUMEN/LEVEL 3 COMMUNICATIONS DIRECT PAY 7000192434 5030067131 Monthly WebEX E280B0010 E280_0004 10010000

LORICK DIRECT PAY 7000074567 5030010000 Office Supplies E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000

MANSFIELD DIRECT PAY 7000079873 5031530000 Gas Cards E280B00010 E280_0004 10010000

NOVEL/EXPANSIVE DIRECT PAY 7000278150 5041840000 Office Space Rental E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000
5041850000 Interest on Office Space Rental E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000
5040490009 Parking Fees E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000

PRESIDIO TECH CAP DIRECT PAY 7000243384 5051820000 Monthly rental  postage machine E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000
5041830000 Monthly interest postage machine E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000

QUADIENT PO-4600806010 Mailing Service Varies Varies Varies

RANDSTAD PO-4600782937 7000181884 5021520000 Temporary Staff Svc-Debbie E280A00012 E280X0008 10010000
Temporary Staff Svc-Liz E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000

REPUBLIC PARKING DIRECT PAY 7000267187 5040490000 Rent for Parking E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000

SANS INSTITUE PO-4600865329 7000227447 5030067131 Security Awarness E280B00010 E280_0004 10010000

SEGRA-5191323 DIRECT PAY 7000297309 5020077222 EF E280A00012 E280X0008 10010000
5020077222 VS E280B00010 E280_0004 10010000
5020077222 ADMIN+PIT E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000
5020077222 SOL E280A00012 E280_0000 31810000

SEGRA - 5174924 7000297309 5020077222 E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000
SEGRA (3 accounts)

SHRED WITH US DIRECT PAY 7000067479 5024990000 On-Site Shredding E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000

SOE SOFTWARE CORP DIRECT PAY 7000073786 5020077100 App Support Monthly TMS fees E280A00012 E280X0008 10010000

SOTERIA DIRECT PAY 7000285059 5020077190 Security Consulting Svcs E280B00010 E280_0004 10010000

SPECTRUM/TIME WARNER DIRECT PAY 7000309541 5024990006 Monthly Cable Svcs E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000

THE HARTFORD DIRECT PAY 7000187662 5040520000 Non-State Insurance E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000

THOMSON REUTERS DIRECT PAY 7000202079 5021010000 Online leagal used by Thomas E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000

TREVETTS PO-4600772042 Printing

UPS - 887W07 DIRECT PAY 7000277364 5020080000 Shipping E280A00012 E280_0000 31810000
UPS - 221258 7000277364 5020080000 Shipping E280A00012 E280_0000 10010000

US POSTAL SVC DIRECT PAY Mailing Fees

VC3, INC DIRECT PAY 7000085418 5020077100 App Supp Svc-Oulook and Monthly agmnt E280B00010 E280_0004 10010000

VERIZON DIRECT PAY 7000093035 5020077112 Monthly Data Charges E280B00010 E280_0004 10010000
5020077112 Mifi for Pollbooks E280A00012 E280X0008 10010000

Board Member Travel DIRECT PAY-TRAVEL 5050040000 Mileage E280A00012 E280X0008 10010000
5010720000 Per Diem E280A00012 E280X0008 10010000



 

Appendix B—Last Five Fiscal Years of 

Expenditures on Current Vendors  
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Kopis
FY18 78,343.75
FY19 365,556.25
FY20 624,766.25
FY21 1,200,600
FY22 228,620.00
Total 2,497,886.25

Rockford/Novel/Expansive
FY18 157,940.49
FY19 163,078.74
FY20 168,168.97
FY21 173,451.28
FY22 102,511.78
Total 765,151.26

Soteria
FY18 21,378.29
FY19 57,522.98
FY20 49,891.24
FY21 22,488.36
FY22 0
Total 151,280.87

Presido
FY18 -                        
FY19 626.40                  
FY20 835.20                  
FY21 835.20                  
FY22 1,834.15               
Total 4,130.95                      

ES & S
FY18 36,932.29
FY19 71,185.53
FY20 40,514,284.19
FY21 20,392,129.56
FY22 75,020.20
Total 61,089,551.77

SOE
FY18 182,642.00                 
FY19 172,117.00                 
FY20 191,762.00                 
FY21 183,112.00                 
FY22 196,074.17                 
Total 925,707.17                 

Randstad
FY18 184,663.96
FY19 199,712.48
FY20 170,167.47
FY21 241,169.08
FY22 81,216.49
Total 876,929.48

Chernoff Newman
FY18 214,906.18           
FY19 322,524.01           
FY20 454,943.43           
FY21 1,441,656.42        
FY22 204,034.67           
Total 2,638,064.71        

VC3
FY18 23,738.66                   
FY19 9,669.50                      
FY20 28,114.99                   
FY21 21,215.98                   
FY22 10,814.41                   
Total 93,553.54                   

Easy Vote
FY18 27,325.00                   
FY19 10,000.00                   
FY20 18,662.50                   
FY21 27,325.00                   
FY22 439,000.00                 
Total 522,312.50                 

Appleone
FY18 0
FY19 0
FY20 0
FY21 10,115.46                   
FY22 23,345.70                   
Total 33,461.16                   

Clear Ballot
FY18 -                        
FY19 -                        
FY20 -                                
FY21 -                                
FY22 129,330.00                 
Total 129,330.00                 

NWN
FY18 19,923.75                   
FY19 1,236.25                      
FY20 -                                
FY21 -                                
FY22 -                                
Total                                                

ERIC
FY18 25,000.00                   
FY19 30,201.00                   
FY20 29,296.00                   
FY21 28,417.00                   
FY22 28,417.00                   
Total 141,331.00                 

               
The Election Center
FY18 0
FY19 0
FY20 0
FY21 0
FY22 11,650.00                   
Total 11,650.00                   
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